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    FUJIOH brand site presenting a more comfortable home, starting from your kitchen.
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            What is it like living in a Japanese house? Speaking with a Fujioh employee.







Japanese are known for their busy workstyle and living in small houses, so you may easily wonder exa...
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            How to style your home with the seasons: Mood-boosting home decorating ideas







One of the ways to boost the mood in your house is updating the interior design style by incorporati...
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            Interior color cordination with colored cooker hood vol.1







The blue color of the hood stands out the most, adding luxurious sensation to the space. The interio...
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            Everything You Should Know About A Japanese Bento Box







Bento is a Japanese lunch box. It usually comes in a single-portion, a small box full of love and de...
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            Hello, Japandi. Ideas to create a Japandi style in your home







Japandi is an emerging design style that has become increasingly popular. It is a fusion of Japanese...
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